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TOPIC: L:18 to L:23                         
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L-18 The Simple Present Tense (Things we do every day) 

***These are the doing words, which tell us about things that we 

do everyday or often. 

*We add “ s ” to the every doing 

words. When we use them with 

 

*he, she, it ----- we add ’ s ’ to the action word. 

*I, we ------ we should not add ’s’ to the action word. 

 
I.Look at the pictures and complete the sentences. 

1.A cow ________milk ( give/gives )  

2.Reema __________burger. ( eat / eats )         

3. My mother is a teacher. She _______English. ( teach / teaches )  

4. We ____________football.( play / plays )   

5.I ____________up early in the morning. ( wake/wakes )   

 



       L-19-The Present Continuous Tense 

***These are the action words , that shows the action which is 

happening right now and it will continue for some more time. 

*We add ing to the action words. 

*We add is or are before action words. 

.he , she , it ------- is 

. they , we------- are 

Eg: draw ----- drawing , sing ----- singing 

                                  Eg: a) Seema and Rayan are playing with toys.   

 

                                         b)Maira is reading a book. 

I.Look at the picture,Use is or are and the correct form of the word in the 

brackets. 

1. The girl her bicycle. (ride )  

 

2. Sapna on bed. ( sleep ) 

3.The kids tv now ( watch )  

 

4. The children ___the park. ( play ) 

5. My mother ______in the kitchen.( cook )            



L-20-The Simple Past Tense 

     ** These are the action words used to show something, that we did 

yesterday , last week , last month. 

*We add –d or –ed to the action words. 

                            Eg: jump -------- jumped , wash -------- washed 

 
I.Use the words from the help box to complete the sentences. 

1.Last Monday , Mohan____________( clean ) his bedroom. 

 

2. My grandmother ___________( plant ) a tree when she was young. 
 

3. My Uncle _____________( lift ) the heavy box , this afternoon. 

4. It rained yesterday. The peacocks ____________( dance ) happily. 

5.. The dogs _____________( bark ) last night. 

6.Sneha ______________( open ) the door for her father. 

7.He _______________( help ) his sister with his project. 
 
8. It rained yesterday. The peacocks ______________( dance ) happily. 
 

 
 
 

 

 



L-21 Preposition of Place ( In / On / Under / Between ) 

 

** These words tell us about the position ( where ) of 

someone or something. 

*Commonly used preposition are in , on , under , between. 
 
1.Look at the following picture and complete the sentences with in , on , under , 
between. 
 

                                               
  
1.The students are __________the classroom. 
 
2. There are some books  ___the table. 
 
3. The girl is sitting ______two boys. 
 
4. The blackboard is __________the wall. 

5.The clock is the wall. 
 

 

 

 



L-22-Prepositions of Time (In / On / At) 

** The preposition in , on , at defines the time , month , the year 

and the day of the doing words. 

At ---- before time 

On ------before day names 

In -----before seasons and month names. 

 

I.Fill in the blanks with in , on , at 

1. Chirstmas is                    25th December. 

 

2. I was born                  2015. 

 

3. My class starts _______8 O ’ clock. 

 

4. In Canada , it always snow ________winter. 

 

5. My father watches TV the morning. 

 

6. __________winter we like to drink hot coffee. 

 

7. I get up __________6 ‘O ’clock. 

 

 

 
 



 

L-23-Conjunction ( And ) 

***We use ’ and ’ to join words , groups of words or 

sentences. Eg: My mother is smart and beautiful. 

 
1.Complete the sentences using the words in brackets and the word and. 

1. Sami has a _ . ( bat – ball ) 

 
2.I like to . ( dance – sing ) 
 

3.The car has  ______________stripes. ( black – white ) 

 

4.Mohan has a . ( kite – ballon ) 

5.The king is . ( kind – rich ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Comprehension 
The boats are floating along the lakeshore. It is summer boat parade. There 

are motor boats, rowboats and sailboats. Jessica’s favorite is the yellow motor 

with the flag. The rowboat decorated with flowers is Lisa’s favorite. Tony likes 

the purple sailboat. The boats float by one at a time. The people on the boats 

waive at the crowds. The crowds cheer the boats. The boat parade is so much 

fun to watch. It is the best part of summer. 

                                                                             

 

I.Read the above passage and answer the following questions. 

Q1.Where are the boats floating? 

A.__________________________________________________________________ 

Q2.What kind of boats are there? 

A.__________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q3.What is Lisa’s favorite boat? 

A.__________________________________________________________________ 
 

Q4.What is the best part of summer? 

A.__________________________________________________________________ 


	yesterday , last week , last month.
	and the day of the doing words.

